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Amazon Best Sellers Wordpress Plugin! Display Daily New Releases & What Is Hot And Selling Right

NOW!!! Without You Lifting A Finger... And Dramatically Accelerate Your earnings! Dear Friends,

Following the extremely succesful launch of WP Amaniche Plugin, WP Bestsellers has been created. WP

Bestsellers is a powerful and easy to use plugin for Wordpress Blogs that allows users to post the

Bestsellers and Latest Releases for any product category from Amazon on their Blog automatically. This

means it can add useful and diverse content on any product imaginable on a daily basis - without you

writing a single word! The most important idea behind this plugin is that you will show visitors the products

on your site that are being bought (HOT) at this moment and possibly they are looking for. Not some old

stuff but up to date products that are in demand but also the new products that are being released soon

(on your site). This will provide your sites with 2 very important things. First it is always adding fresh up to

date content but secondly I am 99 sure it will help you earn more money. This is TRUE automation of

your Blogs, saving you a lot of time as you dont need to keep your blogs up to date with the latest and

bestselling products on a daily basis. WP Bestsellers does all that for you, allowing you to concentrate on

the promotion of your sites and building even more Niche Affiliate Sites. It doesnt matter if you are

already using a plugin like AmaNiche, Reviewazon, WProbot or another one... this is a Unique must have

add-on to those plugins! But you can of course use this powerful Plugin on its own to enhance your sites.

Building A Successful Amazon & Affiliate Business Has Never Been This Easy! Update: New Version

Released 16 Sept! * Little bugs/errors removed * New feature - visitors to your page trigger the todays

bestselling, new releases, most wished for or wishlist products in your niche - auto updated Features

Products: You can choose to add the Bestsellers, New Releases, Most Wished For or Most Gifted.

Number of products: The maximum number of products the top list you can add from each category are

25. Timeframe: You can set the plugin to add posts on a daily basis up to as long as 30 days in between.

This way you can make for instance a top 10 this week. Title: You can decide on the title of the post and

to make sure the title is not the same each day you can add as many titles that are spinnable.

Uniqueness: To make sure that the posts on your site are unique, you can add info for the intro of the
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post and at the end of the post, which are also spinnable again to further enhance the listings especially if

you set the plugin to add daily. Masking of Links: The amazon affiliate links are masked and appear as

internal links, which is great for internal linking juice, but mainly will help to significantly increase the CTR

and your earnings. Rating / Reviews: It will add the rating and number of reviews Demo Site (Digital

Cameras) Amazon Associate ID: This plugin is free of any hidden code and you get 100 of the profits.

Template: You can use any template you like. There are thousands of templates available for wordpress.

Duplicate Content: There are a lot of concerns about duplicate content issues online. As you will see at

the sites above the content is an image of the product, the description of it and the link to Amazon. You

have also got the option to add a intro and ending to the list of bestselling products etc. This allows your

postings to be totally unique from any other website. There is also an option for you to spin those intros

and endings in the admin. Although I do advice to put at least 1 or 2 unique posts on the site. (maybe a

top5 review etc.) If you have the time add some more but in my experience the duplicate content issue is

not as big as some might think. Amazon Countries: The plugin can be used by all the different Amazon

sites US Canada UK France Germany Japan Which Of These Powerful Benefits Can Help You To

Accellerate Your Earnings From Your Product Sites People are quietly making a lot of money using the

Amazon affiliate program and what we have to offer today will help you to do the same. * No more

wasting your valuable time keeping your niche product sites updated for your visitors * Spend most of

your time promoting your sites and building more sites... ""Accellerating Your Earnings In The Process! " *

Display daily which products are HOT and the new releases, providing daily fresh content * The daily

fresh content gets the spiders to crawl your sites daily, which makes them rank on Page 1 in just days *

As your sites are constantly updated it will give your visitors the feeling that your sites are worth coming

back to, which in return means more sales * The average ratings in the form of stars are added and how

many times it was rated - providing real benefit to your visitors who are more likely to buy there and then *
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